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Oven Canning- UNSAFE!

Preserving food by canning in the oven has been a hot topic this summer. It seems everyone is looking for a shortcut to preserve food at home.

Oven canning is NOT a safe shortcut! Cindy Baumgartner, Nutrition and Health Specialist and a Master Food Safety Advisor for Iowa State University Extension and Outreach, says, “Many individuals have shared they have tried, or have heard about, oven canning. Just because a jar is sealed doesn’t mean the food inside is safe to eat. I’ve had people say to me- ‘I haven’t gotten sick from it.’ I tell them they are probably very lucky! Botulism is a big concern.”

Very often, a trusted and well-meaning friend or relative has shared information about canning in the oven as a simple way to can food. Others have found information off the internet promoting it as a “quick and easy” method.

Food “processed” in the oven will not necessarily be heated hot enough or long enough to produce a safe product! Oven regulators may not be very accurate and the hot air in the oven may not circulate efficiently enough to heat the food in the jars. In addition, dry heat penetrates jars very slowly. Canning jars are not designed for dry heating either. Who would want to clean up that mess if they exploded?

In addition, think of the wasted resources when finding out your food may not be safe to eat. Baumgartner adds, “People spend a great deal of money, time, and energy canning food. It is disheartening to tell someone their (improperly) canned food could make someone they love very sick.”

Do not put your families’ health and the quality of your food at risk for the sake of a shortcut- like oven canning. Be sure to only use research-based methods and tested recipes for SAFE home food preservation. Iowa State University Extension and Outreach is an excellent source of this information. Go to www.store.extension.iastate.edu for publications and recipes. In the Search box (upper right corner), enter the name or number of publication:
- Canning Fruits (PM 1043)
- Canning Vegetables (PM 1044)
- Canning Fruit Spreads (PM 1366)
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Stay for the Day at the Summer Horticulture Showcase August 10

If you have questions about plant propagation or seed saving, growing small fruits or freezing vegetables, soil testing or weed control you may want to attend the Summer Horticulture Showcase. Participants have the opportunity to choose from a wide variety of workshops.

The sessions will be held on August 10, from 9:30 a.m.–3:00 p.m. at the Borlaug Learning Center Northeast Research Farm in Nashua. The Annual Iowa State University Home Garden Field Day will host free ice cream to the public from 3-4 p.m. Dr. Cynthia Haynes will speak from 4-6 p.m. on several new varieties of vegetables that have been planted in the garden.

For more information on how to register for the workshops contact the Floyd County Extension Office at 641-228-1453.
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